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Is there too much emphasis on guided reading in primary classrooms? It's a question that many educators, like
kindergarten teacher and literacy coach Cathy Mere, are starting to ask. Guided reading provides opportunities to teach
students the strategies they need to learn how to read increasingly challenging texts, but Cathy found that she needed to
find other ways to help students gain independence. While maintaining guided reading as an important piece of their
reading program, teachers need to offer students opportunities during the day to develop as readers, to learn to choose
books, to find favorite genres and authors, and to talk about their reading. In More Than Guided Reading, Cathy shares
her journey as she moved from focusing on guided reading as the center of her reading program to placing children at
the heart of literacy learning—not only providing more time for students to discover their reading lives, but also shaping
instruction to meet the needs of the diverse learners in her classroom. By changing the structure of the day, Cathy found
she was better able to adjust the support she was providing students, allowing time for whole-class focus lessons,
conferences, and opportunities to share ideas, as well as reading from self-selected texts using the strategies, skills, and
understandings acquired in reader's workshop. The focus lesson is the centerpiece of the workshop. It is often tied to a
read-aloud and connected to learning from the previous day, helping to build skills, extend thinking, and develop
independence over time. This thoroughly practical text offers numerous sample lessons, questions for conferences, and
ideas for revamping guided reading groups. It will help teachers tweak the mix of instructional components in their
reading workshops, and provoke school-wide conversations about the place of guided reading in a complete literacy
curriculum.
This book examines the role textbooks play in the teaching of dominant and non-dominant (first and foreign) languages in
a range of cultural contexts worldwide. Each chapter addresses important issues related to what constitutes "legitimate
knowledge", the politics of learning materials, global cultural awareness, competing ideologies, and the development of
multilingual literacies. Language, Ideology and Education: The Politics of Textbooks in Language Education
comprehensively surveys theoretical perspectives and methodological issues in the critical examination of language
textbooks. In particular, it looks at: The Cultural Politics of Language Textbooks in the Era of Globalization The Politics of
Instructional Materials for English for Young Learners Ideological Tensions and Contradictions in Lower Primary English
Teaching Materials in Singapore Creating a Multilingual/multicultural Space in Japanese EFL: A Critical Analysis of
Discursive Practices within a New Language Education Policy The book is primarily addressed to those who teach and
research in the areas of Foreign Language Education, TESOL, Applied Linguistics, Language Policy, Critical Pedagogy,
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and Textual Cultures. Although the book is focused on textbook and materials analysis, rather than evaluation, most
chapters discuss implications for curriculum design and materials development and therefore will be relevant to scholars
working in those fields.
“Research Informing Practice—Practice Informing Research: Innovative Teaching Methodologies for World Language
Educators” is an edited volume that focuses on innovative, nontraditional methods of teaching and learning world
languages. Using teacher-research projects, each author in the volume guides readers through their own personal
journey and exploration of teaching methods, novelty, risk-taking, and reflection. Chapters include guiding questions,
vignettes, and thick descriptions of classroom-based research in an assortment of instructional settings. Theoretical
issues and an array of practical applications are presented, as well as additional research opportunities and guidelines
for implementation in a variety of teaching and learning venues. While not professing to be a panacea for world language
learning, this book provides various lines of theory, research, and practice as they interact with each other through
teacher-research narratives. As a well-known African proverb asserts, “It takes a village to raise a child.” Similarly, it
takes a village to develop a master teacher, and it takes a community to create an exceptional classroom. Throughout
this volume, authors share their voices, experiences, and expertise as a means of strengthening the village. They then
invite readers to embark on their own methodological journeys. The text thus serves as a stimulus for further discussion
and pedagogical development in world language settings. Teachers and researchers are challenged to think critically and
reflectively about world language education, encouraged to design innovative methods, approaches, and techniques for
their world language classes, and ultimately asked to share their findings with students, parents, peers, communities, and
the village.
Includes short biographies and commentaries on the writing of: Margaret Mahy, Joy Cowley, William Taylor, Tessa
Duder, Lynley Dodd, Margaret Beames, Sheryll Jordan, David Hill, Gavin Bishop, Ken Catran, Pamela Allen, Maurice
Gee, Dorothy Butler, Norman Bilbrough, Fleur Beale, Martin Bayton, Jack Lasenby, Four Rising Stars, Gwenda Turner,
Paula Boock, Janice Marriott and Ron Bacon.
Each story supports instruction in new phonics elements and incorporates elements and high frequency words that have
been previously taught.
A hungry giant orders the townspeople to make him some soup, threatening them with his large wooden club.
A very hungry giant comes to town for lunch.
This handbook has been specially written for primary teachers who have responsibility for coordinating English at Key
Stage 1. It goes step by step through every stage of coordinating English in primary schools and provides valuable
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information for teachers who are new to being a subject leader, as well as those with more experience. Full of accessible
advice and suggestions for improving practice, the handbook shows how a coordinator can create policies and links that
work, exploit resources to the best effect, and develop the knowledge and expertise that will raise school standards.
Hungry Giant is sore all over and he goes to the doctor for help. Includes notes for teachers. Suggested level: junior.
This newly updated, user friendly Primary English Encyclopedia addresses all aspects of the primary English curriculum
and is an invaluable reference for all training and practising teachers. Now in its fifth edition, entries have been revised to
take account of new research and thinking. The approach is supportive of the reflective practitioner in meeting National
Curriculum requirements in England and developing sound subject knowledge and good classroom practice. While the
book is scholarly, the author writes in a conversational style and includes reproductions of covers of recommended
children’s books and examples of children’s writing and drawing to add interest. The encyclopedia includes: over 600
entries , many expanded and entirely new for this edition, including entries on apps, blogging and computing; short
definitions of key concepts; input on the initial teaching of reading including the teaching of phonics and the other cuesystems; extended entries on major topics such as speaking and listening, reading, writing, drama, poetry, non-fiction,
bilingualism and children’s literature; information on new literacies and new kinds of texts for children; discussion of
current issues and input on the history of English teaching in the primary years; extended entries on gender and literacy;
important references for each topic, advice on further reading and accounts of recent research findings; and a Who’s
Who of Primary English and lists of essential texts, updated for this new edition. This encyclopedia will be ideal for
student teachers on BA and PGCE courses preparing for work in primary schools and primary school teachers. Anyone
concerned with bringing about the informed and imaginative teaching of primary school English will find this book helpful
and interesting.
The Hungry Giant has lost his shoe. Where is it?
Watch out. The hungry giant has a bommy-knocker! Level 13 Word Count: 178
Directory containing updated bibliographic information on all in-print New Zealand books. 33nd edition of an annual
publication. The 12,500 book entries are listed by title, and there is an index to authors. Also provided are details of 975
publishers and distributors, and local agents of overseas publishers. The book trade directory includes: contacts for trade
organisations, booksellers, public libraries and specialised suppliers; NZ literary awards and past winners; and sources of
financial assistance for writers and publishers.
The Hungry Giant has lost his shoe. Where is it? Includes notes for teachers. Suggested level: junior.
Children are naturally interested in food and it is an ideal topic around which to build worthwhile learning experiences.
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The practical activities in this book range from simple recipes to sorting and classifying games and include many ideas
for using popular children?s picture books within the theme. All of the play activities are designed to develop important
preschool skills and a deeper understanding of the world and are linked to the Early Learning Goals of the Statutory
Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage, revised by the Department of Education for September 2012.
The people have some unusual ideas when they babysit Hungry Giant's baby. Suggested level: junior.
Students will enjoy developing their reading skills with these lavishly illustrated and entertaining tales by popular author Joy Cowley. Mrs.
Wishy-Washy, the Meanies, the Jigaree, and Dan, the Flying Man are just a few of the well-loved characters found in these shared reading
titles.
The people have some unusual ideas when they babysit Hungry Giant's baby. Includes notes for teachers. Suggested level: junior.
A comprehensive reading program, The Story Box focuses on building skills using a variety of instructional and classroom practices. Shared
reading and guided reading lay the groundwork; literacy centers, content-area centers, and resource centers reinforce skill study and invite
students to practice with hands-on word games and activities. The Story Box is an inviting, integrated classroom reading program structured
to help each child realize their reading potential.
The Hungry Giant has lost his shoe. Where is it? Suggested level: junior.
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